
Checklist:  
Are you leveraging modern learning 
practices for more effective sales  
onboarding?

Sales organizations onboard new employees differently 
now than they did just five years ago. We’ve helped over 
a hundred organizations build out successful modern 
onboarding programs and gained perspective on themes 
that consistently emerge among top performers.

 F Make sure subject matter experts, senior leaders, managers and top producing reps contribute to the 
learning content creation effort by empowering them to capture ideas and new thinking on video.

 F Determine which topics matter most for your sales reps and then back into the content required to  
ingrain them.

 F Conduct a top-producer analysis and crowdsource known best practices to inform content creation.  

 F Ensure you’ve got content coverage for the following key “buckets:”

 F Use sales competencies as the basis and foundation for the skill training portion of your sales onboarding.

 F Once you’ve taught the reps what the key competencies are (definitions and details with examples), get 
them to self-assess against the competencies up front using surveys.

 F From there, create deeper competency-based skill assessments (not just surveys but role plays, 
simulations, and field observations with assessment checklists and rating forms).

 F Allow experienced reps to use the skill assessments to “test out” of training if they can  
prove it’s not needed.

 F Use the survey and skill assessment data to personalize learning paths for the reps.

 F Use modern learning solutions to automate this process and serve up tailored content and programs to 
new reps joining your organization.

 F Empower front line managers with video coaching software and promote more 1:1 learning interactions  
for reps.

 F Determine performance milestones for new hires and sequence your onboarding content and programs to 
move reps through each of them.

 F Industry

 F Buyer

 F Territory and accounts

 F Solutions

 F Sales process

 F Sales methodology

 F Market

 F Policies, processes & procedures

 F Tools

Content Should be Easy to Create, Absorb and Access

Modern Sales Onboarding is “Just for Me”

An example of a performance milestone might be: “The rep generates their first active, qualified opportunity 
with a dollar amount assigned.”
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 F Use pre-boarding to prepare new sales hires for assimilation into your organization’s culture before “live” 
boot camp begins. 

 F Get new hires to sign an NDA upon offer acceptance so you can give them access to key company 
knowledge to build upon before boot camp begins.

 F Acculturation is key for driving engagement and overall onboarding success so introduce new hires to 
established employees by way of either bringing them together in-person or exposing new hires to your 
video communications platforms immediately upon offer acceptance.

 F Use video coaching software to expose reps to early 1:1 coaching and interaction with their managers to  
get them engaged from the start.

 F Use virtual instructor led training (vILT) to providing skill demonstrations and foster engaging discussions.

 F Use classroom instructor led training for deep skill practice and feedback loops and “chunk” topics by 
business process or sales process.

 F Have reps practice key messages on video each night during boot camp then submit their final sales 
certification video for each major subject area.

 F Capture the in-class experience during boot camp and break the videos up into small chunks for reps to 
revisit on an ongoing basis.

 F As you proceed through lesson plans, insert systematic refreshers and knowledge checks into the training.

 F Reinforce training a little bit at a time without overloading reps with work by quizzing reps for a few minutes 
each day after boot camp ends.

 F Look for ways to personalize the order and frequency of the quizzes, based on gaps in each rep’s 
knowledge.

 F Know and buy-in to the content you teach in onboarding and use data from reinforcement exercises to 
diagnose competency gaps.

 F Promote ongoing coaching, practice and role play to close the gaps and drive deep skill mastery and 
knowledge retention.

 F Build out a mentorship program and make sure to determine a budget for mentorship advocacy, define 
goals for all parties involved, create guidelines for mentors and mentees  
and then establish a group of overseeing members along with a code of ethics.

Learning Should be Continuous and Bite-sized

Modern Onboarding Programs Incorporate Reinforcement Mechanisms
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 F Support self-directed learning on the fly by providing things like video libraries filled with best practice 
demonstrations by peers and SMEs accessible on mobile, 

 F Supply sales reps with videos, digital job aids, downloadable PDF checklists, or in-app guidance and training 
software so they can learn in the field as the need arises.

 F Give reps and managers performance support assets like playbooks and manager training toolkits.

 F Use modern learning tools to capture bite-sized content from internal experts and top sellers and then serve 
it up at the right moments throughout the sales cycle from right within your CRM based on the current 
circumstances of each specific deal.

 F Give reps “face time” with key people at your company after onboarding ends by facilitating a weekly field 
update video from internal experts to ensure organizational alignment.

 F Promote better informal learning by ensuring your learning content continually remains fresh so that reps 
actually peruse the corporate learning content available to them during informal learning cycles.

Modern Sales Onboarding Establishes Ongoing, Informal Learning

Well-architected onboarding 
programs speed time-to-
productivity for new reps.

Allego’s sales learning and coaching platform 
elevates sales team performance by combining 
training, practice, coaching and knowledge sharing 
into one app, streamlined for the rapid pace of 
sales. With Allego, sales teams onboard faster, 
confidently deliver the right messaging, rapidly 
adopt best practices, coach and practice more 
frequently, and collaborate better with peers and 
the home office.

https://www.allego.com

